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Please read and write each of the two stories on a paper, fill the blank spaces (   ) with the right words 
from the list. All words have to fit! You can find the complete stories at the end of this booklet.

The cat that played the guitar
By Beatriz Ferrari

List of words:  affinity, approached, brushed, certainly, challenge, concert, grandma, home, 
later, musician, next, offered, replied, rice, safe, same, seemed, slowly, sniffed, specially, still, strings, 
such, sun, thing, unexpected.

His tail was so long and elegant. The cat walked on the porch, as if it was his own 
(   ).  It wasn’t. No pets lived there. Maybe that’s why when grandpa and grandma 
saw the cat, they both smiled with curiosity, (   ) grandpa. You see, when he was 
growing up, his dad gave him a nickname. He would call him “Gato” (cat in Spanish) 
because grandpa was always climbing trees in (   ) an easy manner. “Get down from 
that branch, my dear, it’s time for supper” his mom would say to him. “No, no, no… 
don’t jump…!” she yelled, but Gato had already landed, dusty but (   ). Every day, the 
same (   ).                                                                                                         
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 So now, 70 years later, grandpa Gato felt some sort of (   ) towards the feline 
exploring the porch.        
From the garden, they watched the real gato move (   ), with caution but at the (   ) 
time with confidence. There was a guitar laying on top on a bench, and the (   ) made 
it shine. The cat (   ) the guitar and (   ) it gently.
“Do you think he will play for us?” asked grandma. 
“I wish he did!” (   ) grandpa. “He (   ) looks comfortable. I wonder…”
Just then, the cat put his paw on the strings, and (   ) them slightly. The sound that he 
created was low, however, very clear.
“I like it! Can you believe it? The cat is playing the guitar!” grandpa Gato said. 
“I don’t think so, honey bunny. The cat just moved his paw and the strings happened 
to make a sound, he’s not really a (   ), you know” (   ) told him.
A couple of seconds (   ), as if the cat had taken the (   ), his paw moved again, but 
this time, it went back and forward, back and forward. He (   ) to enjoy the music.
Grandpa and grandma stayed (   ). The cat continued combing the (   ) and his 
melodies filled the garden on a beautiful day of spring. The couple was grateful for 
the show, and before the cat left, they (   ) him a bowl with milk and a plate with 
brown rice. The cat drank the milk until the last (   ) and ate all the (   ). 
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He looked at grandma and grandpa briefly, fixed his eyes on the guitar, and took off. 
But (   ) day, he came back. The guitar was waiting for him in the exact place, right 
next to the bowl with milk and the plate filled with brown rice. Of course, grandma 
and grandpa had been ready for a new (   ). 
Cat music for happy ears. 

THE END

(Story 2 on next page)
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By Beatriz Ferrari

 List of words: although, angles, attached, bring, cancelled, carrying, 
circumstances, closet, continents, deserts, exclaimed, family, geography,
immediately, observations, patiently, planet, read, rotate, slices, speechless, 
wonderful.

The birthday celebration for Vera had to be (   ). A series of (   ) made it impossible 
to have the party she had wished for, with a few friends and (   ). “We can still have a 
nice cake, my dear Vera” mom promised. Vera smiled, she understood very well that 
it was nobody’s fault. What she didn’t know was that (   ) her party wasn’t going to 
happen, there was a (   ) present waiting for her. 
Months ago, her parents found a world globe at a store, and (   ) thought of Vera. 
She loved (   ), and spent hours looking at maps and details about countries, (   ) and 
oceans all over the (   ).  She was fascinated with chains of mountains, coastal areas, 
jungles, (   ), rivers and lakes. 
Maps worked great. But a world globe… that was different. 
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The first time Vera saw a giant world globe at a museum, she was (   ).              
She looked at it from different (   ), and decided to find on the globe the countries she 
knew about and the ones she didn’t. Mom waited for her (   ) until it was time to close 
the museum. They went home, and Vera talked all the way back about the fantastic 
experience. 
When she woke up on her birthday, Vera had no clue that there was a box hidden in a 
(   ), with her name written on a card (   ) to it. After her parents sang Happy Birthday 
to You, they cut the chocolate cake and served three generous (   ). But before they ate 
it, dad said: “Vera, there is one more present.”
“We know it will mean the world to you” mom told her.
“How nice! Thank you, where is it?”
“I will (   ) it now” dad said. 
Five minutes later, he showed up (   ) the big box. Vera jumped to open it. 
“What is it! What could it be!” Vera (   ). The box had been sealed tight. When she
finally could get through the (   ), she saw a bit of the North Pole. As soon as she (   ) 
those two words, she knew. Vera kept opening the box until the world globe was 
totally revealed. She took it out and placed it on the table. The world globe was 
standing proud next to the chocolate cake. 
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“Thank you, thank you, thank you!” Vera said. She made the globe (   ), to one side, 
to the other side. “It is perfect! It even shows the rugged surface with the mountains 
and elevations!”

Vera imagined all the calculations she could make, and lots of (   ) about the planet 
we live in, the world we all share. Just like that, they shared the cake, while the world 
globe seemed to shine on the middle of the table. 
A perfect gift, indeed, on a perfect day.

THE END

(Complete stories on the next pages)
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The cat that played the guitar
By Beatriz Ferrari

His tail was so long and elegant. The cat walked on the porch, as if it was his own 
home.  It wasn’t. No pets lived there. Maybe that’s why when grandpa and grand-
ma saw the cat, they both smiled with curiosity, specially grandpa. You see, when 
he was growing up, his dad gave him a nickname. He would call him “Gato” (cat in 
Spanish) because grandpa was always climbing trees in such an easy manner. “Get 
down from that branch, my dear, it’s time for supper” his mom would say to him. 
“No, no, no… don’t jump…!” she yelled, but Gato had already landed, dusty but 
safe. Every day, the same thing. So now, 70 years later, grandpa Gato felt some sort 
of affinity towards the feline exploring the porch. 
From the garden, they watch the real gato move slowly, with caution but at the same 
time with confidence. There was a guitar laying on top on a bench, and the sun 
made it shine. The cat approached the guitar and sniffed it gently.
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“Do you think he will play for us?” asked grandma. 
“I wish he did!” replied grandpa. “He certainly looks comfortable. I wonder…”
Just then, the cat put his paw on the strings, and brushed them slightly.
The sound that he created was low, however, it was very clear.
“I like it! Can you believe it? The cat is playing the guitar!” grandpa Gato said. 
“I don’t think so, honey bunny. The cat just moved his paw and the strings happened 
to make a sound, he’s not really a musician, you know” grandma told him.
A couple of seconds later, as if the cat had taken the challenge, his paw moved again, 
but this time, it went back and forward, back and forward. He seemed to enjoy the 
music. Grandpa and grandma stayed still. The cat continued combing the strings and 
his melodies filled the garden on a beautiful day of spring. The couple was grateful 
for the show, and before the cat left, they offered him a bowl filled with milk and a 
plate with brown rice. The cat drank the milk until the last drop and ate all the rice. 
He looked at grandma and grandpa briefly, fixed his eyes on the guitar, and took off. 
But next day, he came back. 
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The guitar was waiting for him in the exact place, right next to the bowl with milk 
and the plate filled with brown rice. Of course, grandma and grandpa had been ready 
for a new concert.. 
Cat music for happy ears. 

THE END                                                                             
                                       
(Complete Story 2 on next page)
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Complete Story

The best present in the world
By Beatriz Ferrari

The birthday celebration for Vera had to be cancelled. A series of circumstances 
made it impossible to have the party she had wished for, with a few friends and 
family. “We can still have a nice cake, my dear Vera” mom promised. Vera smiled, 
she understood very well that it was nobody’s fault. What she didn’t know was that 
although her party wasn’t going to happen, there was an extraordinary present 
waiting for her. 
Months ago, her parents found a world globe at a store, and immediately thought of 
Vera. She loved geography, and spent hours looking at maps and details about 
countries, continents and oceans all over the planet.  She was fascinated with chains 
of mountains, coastal areas, jungles, deserts, rivers and lakes. 
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Maps worked great. But a world globe… that was different. The first time Vera saw a 
giant world globe at a museum, she was speechless. She looked at it from different 
angles, and decided to find on the globe the countries she knew about and the ones 
she didn’t. Mom waited for her patiently until it was time to close the museum. They 
went home, and Vera talked all the way back about the fantastic experience. 
When she woke up on her birthday, Vera had no clue that there was a box hidden in 
a closet, with her name written on a card attached to it. After her parents sang Happy 
Birthday to You, they cut the chocolate cake and served three generous slices. 
But before they ate it, dad said: “Vera, there is one more present.”
“We know it will mean the world to you” mom told her.
“How nice! Thank you, where is it?”
“I will bring it now” dad said. 
Five minutes later, he showed up carrying the big box. Vera jumped to open it. 
“What is it! What could it be!” Vera exclaimed. The box had been sealed tight. When 
she finally could get through the cardboard, she saw a bit of the North Pole. As soon 
as she read those two words, she knew. 
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Vera kept opening the box until the world globe was totally revealed. She took it out 
and placed it on the table. The world globe was standing proud next to the chocolate 
cake.
“Thank you, thank you, thank you!” Vera said. She made the globe rotate, to one side, 
to the other side. “It is perfect! It even shows the rugged surface with the mountains 
and elevations!”
Vera imagined all the calculations she could make, and lots of observations about the 
planet we live in, the world we all share. Just like that, they shared the cake, while the 
world globe seemed to shine on the middle of the table. 
A perfect gift, indeed, on a perfect day.

THE END 
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